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NONWOVEN HAND PADS 

KASCO nonwoven nylon pads are 6" x 9" in size for hand cleaning and polish-
ing a variety of materials.  They are available in five color coded grades as 
listed below.   

WHITE 
 

NON-ABRASIVE - For polishing or light cleanup jobs.  Can be used to 
replace #0000 steel wool.  Excellent for use with detergent or cleaners to 
remove grease or stubborn spots. 

GRAY  FINE – A fine grit silicon carbide pad.  Can be used to sand between 
coats of stain or varnish. 

MAROON MEDIUM - Aluminum oxide pad for most general purpose applications.  
Used to remove rust, clean and brighten metal, and general smoothing 
job.  The most popular pad. 

GREEN 
 

COARSE – Aluminum oxide hand pad designed for use with chemical 
strippers to remove paint or varnish.  Also good for rust removal jobs. 

TAN HEAVY DUTY - An aluminum oxide pad for rapid cutting in rough appli-
cations.  Use to clean machinery and equipment with most solvents.  

Grade Color Pads Per Box Part No 

NON-ABRASIVE WHITE 20 680101 

FINE GRAY 20 680104 

MEDIUM MAROON 20 680102 

COARSE GREEN 20 680107 

HEAVY DUTY TAN 10 680108 

DIAMOND POLISHING PADS 

Kasco diamond polishing pads are an economic choice while provid-
ing good quality performance.  They are available in a grit range of 50 
to 3000.  Ideal for polishing marble and granite.  Order individually or 
in sets.  Our #151409 backup pads fits tools with a 5/8-11 arbor and it 
has the water injection holes.  The diamond polishing pads attach to 
the backup pad by a strong hook & loop connection.  Wet pads are 
for shop use where water cools the work piece and controls dust.  Dry 
pads are more costly and are for onsite polishing. 

Description— Diameter x Arbor Hole 
Wet Polishing Dry Polishing 

Part No Part No 

4 x 1/2 - 50 grit   558301 558331 

4 x 1/2 - 100 grit  558302 558332 

4 x 1/2 - 200 grit  558303 558333 

4 x 1/2 - 400 grit  558304 558334 

4 x 1/2 - 800 grit  558305 558335 

4 x 1/2 - 1500 grit  558306 558336 

4 x 1/2 - 3000 grit  558307 558337 

4 x 1/2 Set 50-3000 grit - 7 discs  558321 558341 

4 x 1/2 Set 50-3000 grit - 7 discs & 151409 pad 558322 558342 

4 x 5/8-11 backup pad (See Page 43) 151409  




